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Problem statement 
• LUEp, LUEf and Fesc are hard to measure 
or parametrize
• Fesc very useful because allow to obtain SIF 
emitted at leaf level
• SIF emission should carry
more physiological information
• Not clear how successful this approach 
is at predicting GPP under high spatial 
variability 
Porcar-Castell 2014
Migliavacca 2017
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Objectives
Evaluation of the effect of fertilization on GPP- SIF 
dynamics
Evaluation of the processes that link GPP and SIF
Majadas, Spain – Nutrient manipulation 
Methods
• GPP from chambers
• Water fluxes
• Hyperspectral measurements
• SIF
• Leaf traits (N, Cab)
• Structural traits ( LAI, LAD)
• Plant abundance
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𝐹𝑒𝑠𝑐 =
𝐹760𝑜𝑏𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
𝐹760𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑑 /π
Methods
• Relative importance analysis to identify predictors of 
terms of LUE
• Use this knowledge to reconstruct the theoretical 
framework in an empirical way
• Path analysis to statistically analyze the theoretical 
framework proposed
Effect of fertilization on SIF emission
Is there an interaction 
between Nitrogen treatment 
and SIF when predicting 
GPP?
• Treatment effect is captured 
at the emission level, but 
canopy structure 
compensates
N*
CANOPY LEAF
Relative importance analysis (lmg)
• GPP and F760 
share the same 
predictors
• Fesc is mainly a 
function of plant 
type  LAI
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Path analysis
Explicitly representing 
the drivers and 
processes of GPP - SIF
• Structure does affect 
F760, in a direct way
• Function does 
influence F760 emitted 
in a indirect way
• Effect mediated by APAR
and NPQ
Conclusions and next steps
SIF emission carries out more physiological 
information and responds to treatment
Nitrogen fertilization affects both structural and 
functional traits, SIF emission
Changes in Leaf N affect more indirectly SIF 
emission
Towards empirical Fesc descriptions
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